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Stand a chance to win attractive prizes through PTPTN's Gong Xi Ang Pow
2022 campaign! Open to all Simpan SSPN depositors, including Simpan SSPN
Prime and Simpan SSPN Plus. Campaign ends February 15. Brought to you by
twitptptn Click to learn more:
The National Higher Education Fund Corporation (PTPTN) is offering attractive
prizes worth almost RM100,000 to all National Education Savings Scheme
(Simpan SSPN) depositors through its Gong Xi Ang Pow 2022 campaign.
This festive campaign is open to all Simpan SSPN depositors, including Simpan
SSPN Prime and Simpan SSPN Plus.To participate, depositors just need to
make net savings as low as RM50 during the campaign period from now until
Feb 15 and they will automatically be eligible for one draw.
There is no limit to the number of draws for each depositor. Depositors just need
to ensure that the account remains active with no withdrawals between Feb 16
and March 31, 2022, from any account deposited.“This campaign is organised
in celebration of Chinese New Year and also a show of appreciation from
PTPTN to loyal depositors who have chosen Simpan SSPN as the primary
option for their savings in the festive season,” said PTPTN chief executive
Ahmad Dasuki Abdul Majid.
Aside from having a chance to win attractive prizes, Simpan SSPN depositors
will be eligible to enjoy various Simpan SSPN privileges such as tax relief
incentive of up to RM8,000 per year, competitive dividend payout, free matching
grant incentive and also takaful protection. headtopics.com
On top of that, all deposits in Simpan SSPN are guaranteed by the Government
and shariah-compliant.Meanwhile, through Simpan SSPN Plus, there are six
attractive packages that are affordable for parents – ranging from as low as
RM30 and up to RM500 monthly and there is no need for a medical check-up.
Depositors will be able to enjoy various privileges and benefits, including takaful
protection up to RM1.2mil, terminal illness coverage up to RM200,000, up to
RM10,000 for corpse delivery service, a maximum of RM3,000 for outpatient
treatment due to accidents and protection up to age 69.
Ahmad Dasuki reiterated that Simpan SSPN is open to all Malaysians to enjoy
its benefits to the fullest.“To achieve our goal of having every Malaysian family
to have at least one Simpan SSPN account, PTPTN has been continuously
improving its products by taking into account customers’ demand, especially
parents.
“As such, the rebranded Simpan SSPN Prime and Simpan SSPN Plus
respectively offers various improved benefits and privileges.“Parents can
compare the various benefits offered by Simpan SSPN with the savings
schemes offered by other financial institutions in Malaysia. headtopics.com

“PTPTN will have a better return rate compared to other products in the market.
We are optimistic about this because for the past four years, PTPTN has been
able to maintain a high dividend rate for Simpan SSPN depositors at 4% per
annum despite the uncertain economic climate of the Covid-19 pandemic,” he
shared, adding that PTPTN is working towards rolling out new attractive
products.
The Gong Xi Ang Pow 2022 campaign does not only encourage depositors to
save but also retain the deposit.“If parents want their children to practice good
spending and saving habits, they have to be effective role models by practicing
what they preach in terms of early financial planning,” he added.
For parents who don’t have an Simpan SSPN account, they are encouraged to
grab this golden opportunity by opening an account and depositing money
during this campaign period and be automatically entitled to the draw.
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